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l.INTRODUCTION

Information is significant for all types of decisions. In case of mana-

gement and business decisions it is the basic input of the decision making pro-

cess. Uncertainty involved in business life increases the need for iufotmation
in order to reduce uncertainly and converl the opportunities to benefits. Ac-
curacy of the decisions in busirrcss life art highly conelated with the availabi-

lity, accessibility, accuracy, clarity and timeliness of information. Apart from
these attributes, quantifiability of the information is also very important espe-

cially to evaluate the alternative courses of actions in decision making pro-

cess.

The pulpose of this paper is to discuss the importance of quantitative

information iu management informatiolt system which occupies a significant
portion of the required information. However. in managerial decision ma-

king process lresides quantitative information, the importance of qualitative

information can not be ignored. Whether quantitative or qualitative, intbrma-

tion is always valuable if it is a right kind of information. Information is of a
right kind if it is desired, needed, accurate, timely and feasible.

Quantitative information is obtained as a result of processing the

quantitative data. Quantitative data is collected by research methods wltich
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may be exploratory, descriptive or causal. Through quantitative techniques
like as mathematical models, statistical tools, the data is classified, organi-
zed, summarized, analysed to mahe estimations and inferences about the
items, people, transactions, events, or any type of the population interested
in.

2 - ASSESSMENT OF NEED AND USE OF QUANTITATIVE
INFORMATION

Assessment of the information need is the first step in developin-e an
information system and producing information. Type of the information nee-
ded by the managers depends on hierarchical levels of managers and manage-
rial function they perform. However type of the information they desire de-
pends on their skills and abilities.

In a rapidly changing environment where the complexities are gro-
wing, managers' need for information is increasing. Because in performilg
management functions by means of their decisions, they are effected by the
changes occurring in inflation rate, interest rate, investment incentives, con-
sumer behavior, customs regulations, and other govemment policies or by
the events like material shortages, energy crisis, competitors actions, etc.
Thus; they have to consider multiples of variables at the same time. That is
why quantitative information plays significant role in management decision
making process. Lack of quantitative data would avoid the development and
evaluation of the courses of actions objectively which will in turn reduce effi-
ciency and effectiveness in decision maliing process.

2.1 - Needed information varies with respect to the hierarchical
level of managers:

Top level managers mostly consider strategic information to use in
strategic decisions and long term plans conceming the nature and the size of
the business. Information about the on-going business and opportunities are
needed at this level. Thus, information is needed for determination of miss!
on. goal and sffategic objective; for formulation, implementation and evalua-
tion of sffategy. For example, decision about the entrance of a banli to credit
card market is a strategic decision and requires a wide range of quantitative
information both from extemal and internal sources.

Middle level managers mostly engage with short term activities and
allocation of resources such as formulation of budgets, funds flow analysis,
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product development and improvement, sales operations, research and deve-

iop*"nt. Therefore they are in need of quantitative information rclated with

those issues for their tactical decisions.

Managers at operational levels are mostly interested in tecnical infor-

mation related with day to day operation of the business. Their decisions are

repetetive and often depends on regularly flowing information. For example,

approval decisions of consumer credits are made on the basis of the predeter-

mined pr-inciples mostly specified as in quantitative terms like as credibility

ratings- Decisions such as the type aud the number of the shipments to be ma-

de oittre production orders to be issued are such kilrds of decisions made at

operational levels which requires routine quantitative information.

2.2 - Needed information varies with respect to the managerial

functions performed:

Relevant quantitative information needed for each of the managerial

functions which are marketing. fiuatrce, production atd human resources, ale

briefly described below.

- Marketing Management: Managers and the other decision makers

related with marketing activities need information mainly about cousumers'

competitons, dealen and extemal forces in the market. and the cost of the mar-

keting eftbrt. Demographic characteristics of consumers, sales volurne of

outlets, market share of a company and time series related about sales are

examples of needed quantitative infonnation. These information are neces-

sary to make decisious about the marketing mix. to manage the sales force, to

design sales territories, to forecast new product sales, to select sites for retail

outlets, to develop advertising policies etc.

- Production Management: Information needed to perform producti-

on activities are mainly related with the input materials, labor and energy.

production facilities. process technology, inventory levels and the costs rela-

ted with the production activities.

These information are needed to make purchasing decisions like as

determination of the suppliers, transportation of materials and supplies; to

prepare production schedules and provide plant capacities; to make inven-

tory policy decisious which are quantity to be ordered or produced and the ti-

me of order or production. Thus informarmation needed to malie production
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decisions are mostly quantitative and it is necessary to make use of quantitati-
ve techniques to produce them.

- Fina'cial Management: Informatio' neded for financial decisions
are mainly related with the cunent and future tinancial status of the organiza-
tion and mostly in quantitative terms. Accounting system supplies informati-
on on revenues, costs, profits. In accounting system fansactions are recorded
in monetory te.rms and classified on the basis of accounting principles. They
are thel] summarized into financial reports called financial statements as ba-
lance sheet and income statement.

Besides them accounti'g statements on profitability can be produced
to evaluate the performauce of the organization. In general all the aCcounting
forms are produced to aid in determination of the results of operations, to keep
hack about the assets and liabilities of the business, to facilitate planning o1
business activities, and to fbllow up performance and adjustment of plans-. In
order to produce the relevant inlbrmation for financial management which is
mostly quantitative, besides accounting techniques some mathematical and
statistical tools are also used.

- Human Resources Management: Basic information needed i' hu-
man resoruces managemerrt are about the manutacturing labor. oftice per_
sonnel. admirristrative and sales personnel. Infbrmation on geographicai la-
bor sources. their skills and prevailing wage rates may be neededln iecruiting
decisions. For evaluatiou of rhc performance of the cunent workcru. their ef-
ficiency can be measured. Information about personnel requiremerrts from
functional units are necessary for management developmeni and manpower
planning and recruitment. compensation administration and training activi-
ties are responsibilities of human resources for which quantitative informati-
on is necessary.

As a result of evaluation of the information needed for several mana-
gerial functions, it can be concluded that required information is mostly qu-
antitative which is produced by a mathematical model. accounting method'or
statistical tool. For example. unless associated with a specific quantity and
degree of reliability, sales fbrecasts expressed as high or medium may iot be
sufficient to prepare the sales budget. Lack of cost estimates, together with a
reliability measure, may not allow the decision malier to make correct decisi-
ons related with production and inveutory systems like how much to order or
produce and when to order or produce.
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In auditing function il is necessary to malie use of statistical samplittg

techniques to investigate the proportiott of errenous accounts. While chec-

king the items received, it is necessary to know the probability of acceptance

or rejection with a given parameter. In order to evaluate the appropriateness

of admission test, persoluel adrninistrator should know the probability of se-

lecting a good worker among the candidates qualified on the test'

2.3 - Desired information varies with respect to managers' skills
and abilities:

Professional knowledge and experience of managers and other decisi-

on maliers play important role in specifying the required information. In or-

der to demand the needed quantitative information and malie eft'ective use of
this informatiou. the manager must have the knowledge about the potential

information which can be supplied through several mathematical and statisti-

cal tools and must have understanding of how the figures were put together

and what they mean.

Managers and especially manager candidates sltould pay attention to

quantitative meflrods. They don't need to be a maugement scientist or statis-

tics experts but they sltould participate in developing, designing. providiltg

data or use the ouQut of quantitative models.

Result ol the research (l) conducted about essential knowledge. skills

and abilities for managers shows tlut, for a mauager. degrce of importance of
knowledge of quantitative methods is high. Respondents itt this research we-

re composetl of managers and manager candidates and they have evaluated

the knowledge of law. accounting and tinance. production and marketing.

quantitative methds as equally important for middle and top level murageri-

al positions.

In the same research, gloups with different professiolts were compa-

red with respect to their attitude on knowledge related with quantitative met-

hods. hofessiolts were classified into three groups. First group was consisted

of engineers. second group graduates of Faculties of Ecottomics and Admi-

nisffative Sciences, and the rest of the respondents fbrmed the third group.

Within the third group, there were medical doctors. lawyers etc. Result of the

ANOVA model showed that, with respect to evaluation of importance assig-

ned to quantitative methods. thkd group professions differed signiticantly

from others. They have evaluated the knowledge of quantitaive methods as
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less important when compared with the other professional groups. This might
be due to the familiarity of the ftst two groups to quantitative methods. As
they had an idea about these methods they could have easily diognised the ne-
ed for it in management tralning.

Hence, the managers should at least possess the knowledge of the
existence of various quantitative methods so that they will be able to desire
the needed and right kind of information.

3 - DEVELOPMENT OFQUANTTTATM TNFORMATION

Within the scope of the management information system (MIS), in-
formation systems like as sfiategic management information system, marke-
ting management information system, financial management information
system, personnel management information system, production and operati-
onal management information system are designed to develop the relevant
information for the conesponding managerial functions. Information needed
for the managerial functions and the type of the decisions for which these in-
formation will be used is briefly described in section 2.2.

What we claim is the necessity of quantitative information in manage-
rial decisions which naturallly requires to malie use of quantitative methods.
That is in order to produce right kind of quantitative information, application
of scientific methodology is necessary. Application of scientiflc metho-
dology as mathematical models. statistical tools to managerial problems and
decision maliing is named as matragement science.

In management science. models are formulated inductively for the
purpose explaining and predicting real world behavior or deductive methods
are used like deducing new truths by formulating hypothesis.

However quantitative information can be obtained just as a result of
describing the collected data by summarizing through graphical displays or
measures of central tendency and dispersions or as a result of application of
complex mathematical models. use and importance of the information obtai-
ned, absolutely do not depend on the complexity of the method used but de-
pend on the appropriateness of the method applied to the event considered in
the decision maliing process.

In some cases. additional intbrmation which could be obtained by
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applying more complex but costly methods may not improve the decision or
improvement in decisions may not cover the cost of the extra informatiolt.
Therefore appropriatc techniques should be adopted and the marginal cost of
obtaining the information should not exceed the marginal benefit of that in-

formation.

Development of quantitativc infbrmatiolt tlrrough quantitative met-

hods may neccessitate to cottduct a research which may be descriptive, exp-

lontory or causal. By the research, data obtained from primary or secondary

sources and extental or intemal sources are gathered classified, organized,

summarized, analysed for the purpose of making estimatiotts, forccasts, pre-

dictions, drawing conclusions and making interpretations.

4. CONCLUSION

The importance of information in decision making process is obvio-

us. Among the required infbrmation, quantitative information for managerial

decisions occupies a signiticatt place due to complexity of business life . Qu-
antitative infbrmation is developed by maliing use of the quantitative met-

hods. Therefore design and dcvelopment of quantitative methods deserves

significant attetttiolt to produce accurate. timely, clear and reliable infbrmati-

oll.
In fact, in today's computerized environment, formulation of quanti-

tative methods and production of quantitative information can be regarded as

easier and faster because of the decrease in burden of computations. By usittg

computerized quantitative techniques. more emphasize can be given to the

estimations and interpretations of results ratlrcr than the computations. Hence

the optimal focus is better to be the conceptual framework of the quantitative

teclmique like the kind and the use of the information produced. Computers

also tacilitates tlte storage and quick retrieval of the ittformation.

As a result increase in tlrc complexity of the business lit'e increases the

need for quantitative intbrmation to be able to convefi oppo(unities to bene-

fits: objectively evaluate the courses of altentatives in decision making pro-

cess; and efficiently and effectively perform the managerial activities.

( l) Ozmen. $ule; Management Training and Develoment; Resealch

on Essential Knowledge. Skills, Abilities for Managers in Turkey. T.C.

MARMARA LTNIVERSITESI Istatistik ve Kantitatif Ara$tumalar ve Uygu-

lamalar Merkezi (ISKAR) Yayrn No. 9211, Istanbul1992.
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